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2- THE ADVOCATE, Wednesday, September 20, 1972
Antioch Law School Opens
SBA
Rescinds
Boycott
Antioch's students may find that their first experience in clinical law will be prosecuting a zoning
appeal for their new school.
Advisory Council which is made
up of big time lawyers and
corporate-fat cats. It's headed by By Howard Rosenthal
Paul Porter, founder of Arnold The Student Bar Association
'and Porter, one of Washington's (SBA) last week rescinded its
most prestigous law firms. The boycott of what it terms "token
law school's ties with its parent, rep res en tat ion' , 0 n
Antioch College of Yellow student-faculty committees. The
Springs, Ohio, will be loose. The President was authorized to
law school will handle its own make all appointments presently
administration and fund raising. ' permitted, with the stipulation
It will .also maintain a separate that the SBA is not waiving its
endowment. .: : claim to equal representation,
The school has obtained a 40 and that all such appointments
room mansion for a dollar per are contingent on the
year at 1624 Crescent Place NW. contlnuation of negotiations,
'In a press release the swanky with the faculty toward that
ex-home is said "to blend goal.
practical and conceptual in' a In other actions at last week's
physical environment reflective meeting, the, SBA announced,
of pedagogy." The building will that all student groups funded '
be a combined library and by the 'SBA will be required to
administrative headquarters. submit written requests for
[Accordinq to Ms Gray" NLC's Classes will be held a block and conslderatlon by the' Budget
. , fact marshalling, development,
average
lncominq class age I'S half 'away at the Lutheran Comm'lttee, wh'ose report wl'll
and presentation. Private Law
ab ut 22
11 23') Church Center. then, be submitted to the SBA,
o 12 or. will be a combined torts and
A
ti h h t t d Antioch won't be eligible for A 'report on the annual
n 10C as a trac e an contract course. Public Law will', ' 'f t" t accreditation until it's ready to rneetins of the Law' Students
Impressive group 0 ac IVISs. be similar to. Criminal Law but
A th M
'I k "I ' graduate its first class. So far it Division of, the American Bar
mong em are Iwau ee CIVI will also include civil wrongs asiohts F th J G ' has a "correspondent" status Associatl'on stressed the
ng er a er ames roppi well. Legal Decision Making will
a d M
' T d II B from the North Central avaitabilitv of A,B.A. funds to
n anon rea we arry, focus on the perceptions. of '
h d f P
id I Th hi' accrediting association. The support' legal aid and minoritv
ea 0 n e, nco e sc 00 judges and how to influence
wanted to t m It
' h d ' school is also expecting a visit in group projects. Next 'year's
ge a u ,- ue their behavior. Classes will be '
st d t bod b t th d
. , ' November from an ABA annual meetinq wI'11be held in
u en Y u e a rrussions taught in lecture sessions, then
t t
k
d f
accreditation team. Antioch Washl'ngton.' and all "students
es s wor e out a sort 0 broken down to 10-15 person
mellowed
white There e 21 officials think the, biggest were invited to' [oin the Law
. ar seminars to discuss how the legal
blacks
lne Am' I d,accreditation hurdle, the slze of Stu'dents' Dl'Vl'sl'on and
, run encan n rans, theory can be put to use in the
e
'lg'ht Chicanos two Chinese 'I b h denti the library, has already been participate in its activities., practrca pro lems t at stu ents
Americans, two Puerto Ricans, encounter with their clients, cleared. They have 40,000 Following the SBA meeting,
and one C b Th t f th
volumes which they figure to be Prof. H.P, Green answered
u an. e res 0 e Several major academic items
145 member, student body is have yet to be worked out. enough for a first year class. students' questions on the law
white. Thirty five percent of the Nobody is sure what's going to Despite what appears to bea school calendar, grading policies
entering class are women. be done about grading or testing successful beginning' for and tenure. He blamed the
(N LC's figures break down yet. Also, the curriculum for the Antioch, many are 'skeptical of scheduling of classes on Yom
around 25% women and 13% last two years isn't set. However, 'Antioch's chances for success, Kip p ur on, accreditation
racial minorities, mainly blacks, it's been decided at least part ofexpecially at NLC, ex-home of requirements; which he, said'
according to the admissions the second year will be- spent ULI. Most the doubt revolves made it impossible 'to schedule
office.) working in a government agency around Mrs, ,Cahn herself. any holidays in a semester that
In order to get to know each and that some' type of original' Although undisputably a bright' begins after Labor Day and ends
other, all students were put up' scholarly work will be required and dynamic ,person, she has a before Christmas. He was
atthe old Dodge House hotel for to graduate: Tuition at the reputation for being abrasive and reminded that last year, with the
the first week. They heard school is $2,900 and it has a 12, hard to work with, According to semester beginning and ending
speeches and had seminars with month year. Students get a week some insiders, Mrs. Cahn's on days corresponding to' this
a varietY of D.C, community, off at Christmas and two weeks personality was the chief reason year's calendar, the law school
leaders, bureaucrats, and faculty during the summer. , ULI was tossed out of NLC. was closed for both Rosh
members. The second week Antioch's 15 person faculty is However, an Antioch staff Hashanah and Yom Kippur
some students ~ere assigned to a a mixed' bag of law school member who was asked not to withoutioss of accreditation.
government agency like the D,C, teachers' and legal activists. be quoted told us these Prof. Green was unable to
Environmental Services Bright lights include Thomas attributes wouldn't affect the explain why the same procedure
Administration or "War on O'Toole, Dean of Northeastern operation of the school. She could not be followed this year,
Rats:' Others spent shorter Law School,(another clinical law said, "The two deans will be Contending that grades 'do
periods of time observing places school); Nate Paulsen, former mainly working on curriculum, provide motivation forstudents.
like Landlord-Tenant Court and chief clerk of the U.S. Court of school policy, and fund raising Prof. Green said he prefers a
the D,C. General's emergency .Appeals in D.C,; and Herb so they won't be working on a system of letter grading to the
clinic. The big problem with all ' . Semmel, a former Professor at day to day, basis with the faculty law school's present numerical'
the visiting, according to' one the University of Illinois law and students. Besides, I don't system, which he termed one of
student, was disorganization. He school and a labor 'law whiz. think 15 strong willed faculty, "unrealistic precision."
said, "We would find out at Also, the two deans have a raft members or the student body we He, defended the tenure
10:00whatweweresupposedto of distinctions to their credit; have will allow themselves to be system as vital to the
do at 1:00:' Students are also Mrs. ,Cahn as many remember;- pushed around." preservation of academic
spending the first five weeks of was head of the Urban Law Supporters and skeptics agree freedom, although he admltted
school living with a D.C, family, Institute (ULI) before it was , the school has the potential for' that the system can also result 10
in ,order to get to know the dumped by NLC. being an immensely creative the preservation of mediocritY,
community better. .F u n din g, housing and force in legal education. and conceded there is virtually
This week Antioch students accreditation were three big In the meantime, as they nothing that can .be done once
started their first class. It's called problems for the school that are putter through their casebooks an allegedly Incompetent
Professional methods and will solved at least for the moment. many NLC students might agree professor has been granted
last four weeks. Included are Mrs. Cahn is a good money with, Bob Fusfeld, an Antioch tenure. , .
legal ethics, interviewing, hustler, she knows all sorts of student the Advocate talked to. The, next SBA meetmg IS
negotiating and investigation of people with the green stuff and He told us "Sure there are scheduled for Tuesday, October
clients and their claims, Other how to shake it out of them. So 'problems of'disorganization and 10. '-
first year courses are the far she's managed to round up maybe sometimes there will be Anyone Interested In working
Lawyering Process, Private Law over $2 million in federal, huge personality flare ups. But on the S,B.A, Committee onGrade Reform should contact
and Remedies, Public Law, and foundations, and private grants. when I think of the alternatives any S.B.A, representative or
Legal Decision Making. The One of her gimmicks is the for a legal education, I'm really sign up on the poster In the
happy to be here.
" , main hallway of St cKton.
Lawyering Process is a course in Antioch School of Law National
by Ken Peterson
There's a new act in town,
Wa sh inqton, the circus for
lawyers that brought you Clark
Clifford, Edward Bennett
Williams, and Ralph Nader, now
has the Antioch Law School. Its
curriculum centers on clients
instead of appellate cases and
promises to raise the biggest
controversy legal education has
seen in '1ears.
The founders and co-deans of
the new law school are Edgar
and Jean Cahn. He's an angular,
professorial type Jew who's
fond of quoting T.S. Eliot, and
she's a hard-driving, amply
proportioned black who delights
in upsetting big institutions and
their bosses. The school is the
culmination of a long. time
dream for the pair, who each
have glittering records in public
interest and advocacy. Most
observers agree that the Cahns
themselves will determine
whether the law school succeeds
or fails.
Antioch's efforts are 'going to
be aimed at developing
lawyering skills in its students
and giving help to D.C:s,poor.
Within two months, most
students will be using their book
learning to work with clients on
an interview basis. The hope
according to one of the criminal
team teachers, Dan Seikaly, is
"to make the client and integral
part of the curriculum, to get
students to realize their own
perceptions are often
unimportant. Rather, the
perceptions of clients and
decision makers are important."
Antioch's admissions are
different from what NLC's
admissions director Mary Gray
calls, "the numbers, numbers,
and more numbers game."
Although high LSATs are
..alued, grades aren't nearly so
important to the new school.
Instead an eight page application
seeks to gauge personality traits
like goal orientation, creativity,
persistence, and willingness to
take risks. The result is
Antioch's student body is older
than most conventional law
schools, averaging about 25, and
probably more verbally skilled.
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Are you still
thewayyour
reading
parents read?
..--------SCHEDULE OFFREEMINI·LESSONS,------- .......
In the first grade, when you were
taught to read "Run Spot Run," you had
to read it out loud. Word-by-word. Later,
in the second grade, you were asked to
read silently. But you couldn't do it.·
You stopped. reading out loud, .but
you continued to say every word to your-
self. .
Chances are, you're doing it right
now.
This means that you read only as fast
as you talk. About 250 to 300 words per
minute. (Guiness' Book of. World Records
lists John F. Kennedy as delivering the
fastest speech on record: 327 words per
minute.) .
The Evelyn Wood Course teaches
you to read without mentally saying each
word to yourself. Instead of reading one
word at a time, you'll learn to read groups
of words. . ,.
To see how natural this is, look at
the dot over the line in bold type.
•
grass is green
You immediately see all three words.
Now look at the dot between the next two
llnes of type.
and it grows
•when it rains
With training, you'll learn to use your
innate ability to see groups of words.
As an Evelyn Wood graduate, you'll
be able to read between 1,000 to 3,000
words per minute ... depending on the
difficulty of the material.
At 1,000 words per minute, you'll be
able to read a text book like Hofstadtler's
American Political Tradition and finish
each chapter in 11 minutes.
At 2,000 words per minute, you'll be
able to read a magazine like Time or
Newsweek and ·finisheach page in 31
seconds.
At 3,000 words per minute, you'll be
able to read the 447 page novel The God-
father in 1 hour and 4 minutes.
These . are documented statistics
based on the results of the 450,000 peo-
ple who have enrolled in the Evelyn Wood
course since its inception in 1959.
The course isn't complicated. There
are no machines. There are no notes to
_ take. And you don't have to memorize
anything. -
95% of our graduates have improved
their reading ability by an average of 4.7
times. On rare occasions, a graduate's'
reading ability isn't improved by at least
3 times. In these instances, the tuition is
completely refunded.
Take a free
Mini-Lesson
on Evelyn Wood.
Do you want to see how the course
works?
Then take a free Mlnl-Lesson.t" The
Mini-Lesson is an hour long peek at what
the Evelyn Wood course offers.
We'll show you how it's possible to
accelerate your speed without skipping a
single word. You'll have a chance to try
your hand at it, and before it's over, you'll
actually Increase your reading speed.
(You'll only increase it a little, but it's a
start.)
We'll show you, how we can extend
your memory. And we'll show you how
we make chapter outlining obsolete.
Take a Mini-Lesson this week. It's a
wild hour. And it's free.
Thursday - September 21
1 p.m.· & 8 p.m.
G.W.U. NATIO'NAL LAW CENTER
ROOM 31
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Editorial
We Need Your Help
If all of the students who have promised articles or
stories for the Advocatecame through with the copy they
have pledged in time for each deadline the average
Advocate issue would be as thick as the Gutenberg Bible.
Instead, the Advocate has to rely on a steadfast little band
of columnists and reporters to accumulate copy for each
issue. This means that our coverage of news events has
necessarily been more shallow and brief than that which
we could produce if more GW law students (and
nonstudents) would join our staff and fulfill their
promises to write articles. This sorry situation did not
exist in the past. Thumbing through past issues' of the
Advocate, one sees in-depth reporting, articles on changes
in the law, 'interviews, and whole editions dedicated to a
controversial area of the law. That sort of copy was made
possible not only by a larger staff, but also' by the
contributions of students who were doing something that
they enjoyed and wanted to write about, and by students
who thought that a story should be covered and were
willing to take the time to write an article. Perhaps no one
really wants a student newspaper for the law school. If
that is the case we should close down and save you the
money. We can get all the news we need on the weather
report, or from the administration and faculty. But the
Advocate believes that it has a rather important function
to perform. It is surprising, even with the Advocate's
coverage of events here and around the city, how little we
really know about what is really going on. The-Advocate
sheds a little light into this darkness.
Not one person from the incoming class of law students
has volunteered to work for the Advocate, and despite
promises, not one person outside of the staff has
contributed an article this year. At this rate the Advocate
will graduate itself out of existence. If you have been
thinking about working for the Advocate, come to the
staff meeting Sept. 21st at 7 PM at the Advocate office in
Harlan-Brewer. And if you have been toying with an
article about something that interests you or makes you
mad, then sit down and write it, type it up and put it in
our box at Harlan-Brewer, or call 676-7325. Without your
help, the Advocate cannot exist. .
the advocate .
Harlan Brewer House, 714 21st Street, N.W.
Dave Cooper-Editor
Candy Cohen-Ass't. Editor Howard Rosenthal-Managing Ed.
Ned Klley-Editorial PageEd. Dave Ontell-Business Mgr.
Photographer-Mark samuelson
Columnists-Jeff Menick, Art Lesenger, Jim Phillips, Greg Hayward,
Steve Clark
Production by THE HATCHET
Prof. Kuhn Comments on
Student-Faculty'Committee
Dear Sir:
I welcome the creation of a new student-faculty committee to
review the decision-rnakinq process in the Law School and to
propose changes in the students' role in that process. It does seem
important. however. to dispel some of the misunderstandings which
appear to have led to the abolition of the old Student-Faculty
Committee last spring and to the SBA's proposal to establish this
new body. The misunderstandings relate to the effectiveness of the
former Committee and the faculty's response to past student
initiatives ...
Student-initiated changes have had a remarkable degree of success
with the administration and faculty. in most cases thanks in no
small part to the work of the Student-Faculty Committee. These
changes include student representation on the Curriculum
Committee, a limited credit-no credit option (a general pass-fail
system was rejected in a student poll). student evaluation of courses
and instructors. credit towards the J.D. for non-law courses. the
switch from the LL.B. to the J.D .• credit for legal Aid Bureau and
other clinical activities, a calendar change which eliminated the
week of classes previously held after Christmas vacation (a majority
of students polled at tl.at time rejected having exams before
Christmas). Last year the anonymous grading proposal of the
StudentFaculty Committee was watered down by faculty
compromise. but it was largely adopted.
For better or worse. that mechanism has now been abolished by
student vote and a new one created at the behest of the Student Bar
Association. I hope as much progress is made under the new format
as under the old. Certainly this law School is far from perfect, and
certainly students can play a most significant role in its
improvement. However, the effectiveness of that role will surely not
be enhanced by denigrating past experience. by suggesting that.
contrary to the truth. the administration and faculty members have
been unresponsive to student views. or by employing the rhetoric of
"student power."
Roger S. Kuhn
A View of British Justice
by Arthur Lesenger
On August 21. 1972. Peter
Hain, chairman of the Young
Liberals in the United Kingdom.
was' found guilty on a charge of
conspiracy to hinder and disrupt
the Davis Cup tennis match
between Britain and South
Africa in July 1969. by unlawful
means and was fined the
equivalent of $500. For those
readers who are unfamiliar with
this case. suffice it to say that by
relative comparison the case
stands on an equal footing. in
respect to the general interest
aroused and its political impact.
with the Chicago Eight and
Angela Davis trials.
In all. four criminal charges of
conspiracy were brought against
Mr. Hain in a private prosecution
by Freedom Under law Ltd. On
three of the charges the judge
directed' a verdict of not guilty
after the jury could not reach a
majority decision on them.
These· other charges involved
consplracv to hinder and disrupt
the South African Rugby tour of
Britain in 1969 and 1970;
conspiracy to prevent and cause
to be cancelled the 1970 tour of
Britain by the South African
cricket team. and conspiracy to
hinder and disrupt the Wilf
Isaacs cricket tour of Britain in
1969.
All of the charges stemmed
from the activities of the Stop
The Seventy Tour Committee of
which Mr. Hain was chairman.
The purpose of direct-action
tactics. as the British refer to
them. was to assert the principle
of non-racialism-a principle
found by Mr. Hain, and those
who supported his cause. 'to be
. totally lacking' in the decisions
of British sport associations to
continue their relationship with
the Union- of South Africa and
thereby with that country's
apartheid policies.
There really was no question
as to whether Mr. Hain was
involved in these disruptions
since he had openly proclaimed
his part in the campaign against
the tours in his book Don't Play
With Apartheid. The question
framed by the information. the
press and the general public was
whether the demonstration
actions which were taken went
beyond lawful protest. i.e., do a
lawful act by unlawful means.
In contrast, this volatile
issue. which has caused such
serious judicial and intellectual
problems in the' United States
over the past eig'lt years,
appeared to be justly handled in
Britain in a sober and disciplined
fashion without all the attendant
confusion and disruption that
the States have experienced both
in and out of the courtroom.
This columnist was in the
courtroom the day the jury
returned its verdict and there
were no irresponsible challenges
to the judicial integrity of' the
presiding judge or impugnations
to the abilities of the jury who
was entrusted with the case,
There was none of the ridiculous
criticism of the judicial system
like that which. followed the
Angela Davis trial. It was
interesting to note this
acceptance of judicial authoritv
by parties of such- divergent
viewpointsin circumstances that
strained partiality and fairness.
The case might be
distinguished from similar U.S.
cases of like character on. the
basis that it was not prosecuted
by the government, but instead
by a .private individual. a
procedure, allowable under
British law. This may have
served to take the governmental'
sting out of the controversy;
how~ver. the issues remained the
same. as was the jeopardy to Mr.
Hain's freedom and financial
standing. It was a great credit to
the British courts that a case of
this kind proceeded in the
fashion that it did.
Mr. Hain, a young man of 22.
with, as the Judge put it,
"undoubted ability and
unquestioned reputation and
sincerity." was solely responsible
for his own defense. He
vigorously advocated his defense
during the course of the
twenty-one days of trial and
from all accounts. he did the
best a layman could do under
the circumstances. More
important was his reaction to
the verdict which he accepted in
consideration for the activities in
which he participated.
looking at the case from an
impressionistic point of view.
justice was done to all
concerned. Mr. Haln, convicted
of the lesser of all the offenses.
proved his moral point and
intellectual abilities; the
individuals comprising Freedom
Under Law. Ltd.. many of
whom expressed their personal
opposition to apartheid policies,
proved their moral point
concerning the necessity of civil
order to preserve public peace;
the people of ·the United
Kingdom. who were represented
on the jury and in public
attendance, proved that above
and beyond the influence of
lawyers and judges they were
able to exercise independent fair
judgment in deciding what was
just and ,lawful for the
maintenance of their society;
and the British courts proved
that there is something of true
value in a judiciary that can deal
'with legal substances while at
the same time adhere to
formality.
Law Seen as Hostile to Change
by Steve Clark forever operated by men with entire process must proceed in
power and interests worth that order-people to society to
protecting. Fundamentally. our law. The ruling class looks at
system is no different in this these same words in a different.
regard than any other legal but illuminating light: the law
system in existence. Those with orders society and controls the
power and influence in America people.
have no interest in giving it up. . Change in America must begin
The legal system. created in their with individuals at the true
interests. controlled by them. grassroots. People must change
and accepted as the "supreme' their style of life. their outlooks.
law of the land" can never be a the i r perceptions. thei r
force for fundamental change. prejudices. their goals.' their
The lawyer who becomes part actions. Lawyers and' law
of. any legal system believing students must do so as well.
that the rule of law must be Only wh~n that change begins
supreme contributes to the can the true struggle for power
survival of the fundamental in America begin, and with it
injustice of the system- change. In that true struggle. the
. perpetuation .of the ruling class lawyer is only a tool-a
in power. The system was computer for spewing answers to
designed for them. Support of the simpler problems. If he's on
the system supports their the side of change. he may be
interests. whether intended or able to score some small
.not, victories in small skirmishes with
Law will never be a low stakes.
The rules of that game (law).
progressive force in any society.
Created by the ruling class and however. guarantee eventual
defeat because· the rules were
in their interests. the law must.
by its own nature. be drawn up by those in power.
reactionary and regressive. It is When it escalates beyond the
designed to serve the people in skirmish to the real battle for'
power. to preserve the status power. the computer does not
quo. A modern. creative society compute. It is obsolete. useless.
can never be a society whose The lawyer is meaningless to the
cornerstone is the supremacy of ultimate issues. .
the rule of law. ·Some· see law school as
preparatory to beginning to
The American legal system effect change in American
will change when American society. Their best efforts will be
society .changes. Societv will meaningless. The change is going
change only when the sum of its to come. or not come. with. the
individuals have changed. The people.
Bicycling Through Virginia
by Jim Phillips and
Greg Hayward
One of our most enjoyable
memories of last year was a
combination biking and hiking
trip to Old Rag Mountain. In an"
effort to generate participation
by law students we advertised
this trip as a "bike out - hike
in" adventure. The label
adventure was no mistake as
more than twenty students,
faculty, friends and family
joined us tor an exciting
weekend. It is a trip worth
retaking and one which may
interest you this Fall.
We had originally planned to
begin the trip from the law
school early one Friday
morning, but by popular
deman~ we shortened the bike cycled the twenty-one miles to
trip to 65 miles by beginning in Warrenton in less than two
Centerville, Virginia. We met in hours. The next leg was along
the Centerville Shopping Center Route No. 211 to a small
parking lot at 8:00 a.m. where restaurant near Amissville. It is
we loaded our camping gear into at this point that you enter the
Mike Vollmer's old milk truck, 'foothills preceding the
which was to accompanv us. Shenandoah Mountains. As we
along the way. Robin Dietrich reached Amissville it was cloudy
drove the van, allowing Mike to and raining, denying us some of
ride his bike. Later in the day, the local beauty, but we had no
there were many volunteers who complaints, as we compared it to
took turns driving the van so the city air and noise left
that Robin could cycle. behind. After enjoying hot tea,
Professor Starrs' van, with two soup, and a welcome rest in
volunteer drivers and four of his Amissville, we began our third
children, also accompanied us on leg - Amissville to Sperryville.
the trip. The vans were- Route No. 211 is a good
important assets to the trip as two-lane road which winds
maintenance problems and rider- through some of the best apple
fatigue developed. The vans were cider' country in the world. It
a psychological advantage to had stopped raining and warmed
those who thought they may not up enough that we all enjoyed
want to cycle the entire way. In stopping at the roadside stands
addition to the varying degrees selling cider. From Sperryville
of disparity among the types of we took Route No. 231 south
bicycles used, ranging from very about ten miles and turned west
old three speeds to very new and on Route No. 670 for about
expensive ten-speed touring
bikes. The vans became the
equalizers and allowed everyone
to participate to the extent they
could.
We left Centerville at 9:00
a.m , following Route No.
29/211 toward Warrenton. The
road is a divided highway and
traffic was light. The terrain is
rolling with several long but not
steep hills. The first group
arrived in Warrenton at a
designated truck stop in less
than ,an hour; everyone had
Don't Climb ,
Paper Mountains
three miles leading us to the
town of Nethers and the base of
Old Rag Mountain. It was about
4:00 p.m. when the first group
arrived and began preparing tor
the two-hour hike up Old Rag.
Again the vans were invaluable
in providing secure storage for
the bicycles.
There are two routes up Old
Rag Mountain one
considerably more difficult than
the other. By this time it was
raining again -which, when
combined with a little fatigue,
made the decision very easy. We
chose the easier route which
follows a fire road almost to the
camp site. (1.5 miles below the
summit). The more difficult
route follows a foot path over
the summit and down to the
camp site, .
For those who would rather
drive to Old .Rag, it takes about
two hours from D.C. Plan
another two hours to climb it
and at least an hour to descend.
Many places near the summit are
solid rock providing challenges
for most rock-climbing levels of
expertise, yet there is an .easv
foot path all the way. The view
from the summit is magnificent.
Some of us had planned to
cycle home on Sunday, but the
rainy weather and tired muscles
pursuaded us to ride home in the
vans and cars which had
accompanied or joined us.
We are planning a weekend
cycle trip this Fall which will
probably be along the Skyline
Drive. ItwiII be announced well
ahead of time so than those who
wish may join us.
If you would like suggestions
as to cycling in general or scenic
routes, please give us a call •.
Olympics Criticized: Too Politiciz ed. ..
.by Ned Kiley
The Games of the Twentieth
Olympiad are, at long last, over.
And when they -finally did end,
there was breathed a· sigh of
relief heard round the world. In
fact, by the reaction, one would
think that the best thing about
the Olympics is that they only
come once every four years.
However, regardless of how
relieved we all are that the
Games are over, the events at
Munich these past weeks are
hardly something that any of us
will soon forget, representing as
they did the heights man can
reach in athletic achievement
and the depths to which he can
sink in his inhumanity to his
fellow man •. The airport
massacre of the Israeli
Olympians was an unspeakable
horror, true, but what is worse is
that it was merely a natural
endproduct of an event which
has degenerated to something as
political as a presidential
election and as controversial as
the'Viet Nam War..
The Games were not always
thus. At one time they were true
Contests of one man's ability
matched' against another's. We
saw this at Munich too, thanks
~o Eric Segal's creativity and
Imagination .. Midway , through
the Games ABC broadcast the
Segal special which was a
recreation of the Pentathlon of
the Ancient Games. The players
Were Rafer Johnson and Bill
Toomey, past winners of the
modern equivalent of that event,
the Decathlon. The stage was the
Olympic stadium at Delphi. For
me this was the highlight of the
Games, divorced as it was from
the pettv arguments over East
German judges and American
sprinters. It was a pleasant break
from the U.S. media's
preoccupation with how flour
boys" were faring, and with who
was leading in the "gold" total,
us or the "Red menace." Segal's
excellent narration of his show
proved to be ironic in one
respect, however. He stated that
in Classical times, Olympians
were permitted free movement
through the lines and territory
of warring armies. We of the
"civilized" era have not even
retained that element of the
Ancient Games.
Our modern version of the
Olympics .is no longer the
competition between individuals
striving for athletic achievement.
What we have now is a
competition among nations to
see whose culture and politics
will supply the most outstanding
physical specimens. It began
with American and' the Soviet
Union using the Olympics in an
attempt to show the world that
capitalism or communism
produced the finest athletes.
This feeling reached its .apex in
the 1970's with every country
send ing men and women to the
Games not for the sake of
participating, but to "beat" the
big boys.
The "nation vs. nation"
attitude is reinforced by the
media, our media especially.
While the Munich Games were
going on, the papers kept us up
to date, not only as to how the
athletes were doing, but also as
to the "gold" totals for each
. country. We were also treated to
such headlines as "The Fastest
Human Is A Commie" (Red
Smith in the New' York Times,
Saturday, Sept. 1972). Pride in
the accomplishments of your
countrymen is one thing,
jingoism is quite another.
In the face of this somewhat
irresponsible attitude by,both
the press and the particpating
countries, one would think that
the International Olympic
Committee would rush to the
defense of, the Olympic ideal of
competition among individuals,
as opposed to a propaganda war
between nations. Not so.
However, where the countries
themselves and the media may
have been guilty of one
perversion, the 10C is charged
.with the administration of the
Games, and that is exactly what
it did, with the Olympics as the
ultimate loser. The form of the
Olympics was preserved while its
substance was being thrown to
the dogs.
With the World stunned by
the killing of the Israeli athletes,
Avery Brundage, the William
Randolph Hearst of the
Olympics, discussed the
exclusion of Rhodesia at the
memorial service. Vince
Matthews and Wayne Collett
(See OLYMPICS, P. 8)
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Entertainments
by Jeff Menick
One of the benefits of spending the summer in the D.C. area is
the opportunity to see a tremendous amount of entertainment at
very reasonable costs, from freebies to a couple of bucks for lawn
seats at Wolf Trap or Merriweather Post. I spent a lot of time at
various concerts and recitals and then listened to albums by a
number of performers who deserve some attention.
Mike Auldridge ls the dobro player of the Seldom Scene, a group
of D.C. area residents who are helping to make bluegrass almost as
popular as Colombian among the cognoscenti. The group has been
playing together since last winter, appearing only on Tuesday nights
at a small tavern in Bethesda known as the Red Fox. They also
traveled the bluegrass and folk festival circuit all summer, drawing
critical acclaim and new fans with every appearance.
Auldridge released a "solo" album in August that is one of the
most enjoyable and accessible albums you'd ever want to hear. The
.material is varied, including his arrangements of such traditional
pi~ces as Tennessee Stud and Greensleeves, the old folk standard
which was popularized as a Rock hit by Eric Burden and the
Animals, The House of the Rising Sun, and several tunes that have
more of a country flavor, but are no less enjoyable.
Bluegrass is good-timey music and this album is a good-t;mey
album. The musicianship is really superb, since Auldridge managed
to get some of the finest people in the music business to record with
him. He trades licks with "Uncle Josh" Graves, the standard setter
for the instrument they play, Vassar Clements - Earl Scruggs'
fiddler, the other members of the Seldom Scene, the Country
Gentlemen and David Bromberg who is quickly becoming the most
soughtafter guitarist in the country.
The album is on Takoma/Devi Records and is called Mike
Auldrldqe/Dobro, It is available at Discount Records and a couple
.of other record stores, but I would suggest that you hie yourselves
out to the Red Fox next Tuesday night. It's on Fairmont Ave. in
Bethesda, just off of Old Georgetown Road across the street from
Luigi's and get the album from Mike himself.
Speaking of David Bromberg, Columbia released his first solo
album a couple of months ago and it really is a beauty. Bromberg
has been a sideman for most of the important people in the
folk/rock field, most notably Bob Dylan. The album is called David
Bromberg [Columbia (31104)] and shows off Bromberg as
Songwriter, Arranger, Singer, and guitarist extrodinaire. "Suffer To
Sing the Blues" got some FM air play when the album was first
released, but the instrumental work on Arkansas Traveler and
Dehlia were the highlights of the album.
My love of folk music took me to the Cellar Door early in the
summer to see John Prine. Appearing on the bill with him was what
I expected to be just another 'women singer trying to make it,
Bonnie Koloc. I'd never heard of her and really didn't expect much
of anything, and , got knocked off "fmy feet by the best
arrangement of Ed Holstein's "Jazzman" I'd ever heard.
.She was only on stage for twenty minutes but it was enough to
convert me. There aren't many women in the country/folk/rock
field whose voices really grab me. My standards for female vocalists
are the jazz singers, Holliday, Dinah Washington, Ella, etc., and I
expected a Baez, Collins, or Joni Mitchell type, but Ms. Koloc is
anything but. She has good range, and using a variety of material
sings ballads, blues, and betters equally well.
I went backstage after the show and convinced her manager to
send me a copy of her second album, "Hold on to Me," a quad
album on Ovation Records. I've seen the album in stock at Viscount
records, so I know that it is available in the area, although I've tried
to get a copy of the first album, since I know it has "Jazzrnan" on
it, but have not found it.
On "Hold on to Me" she does a number of really fine tunes. My
personal favorite is John Prine's" Angel from Montgomery:' but she
also does a good job on Bromberg's "Diamond l.il" and Jackson
Browne's "Jamaica" and Bob Carpenter's "Burqundv Wine."
Although the album is recorded in quad, there is little discernible
loss of fidelity when played on a standard stereo system. Not the
most perfectly recorded record I've heard recently, there were some
mixing problems and a couple of the numbers sound a bit too
engineered, but the album is sttlla big plus, since the materials and
Bonnie Koloc's singing overcome the technical aspects of the
recording.
I found out a little more about her when I ran into Steve
Goodman later in the summer. He wrote "City of New Orleans"
which everyone in the folk and bluegrass fields seems to be
recording now, and he, Bonnie, and John Prine all kind of started
knocking around Chicago clubs and gigs at about the same time.
Prine was the first to establish a national reputation, having been
"discovered" and helped by Kristofferson's rise to fame, and John
Denver and Arlo have helped get a little of the spotl1ght on
Goodman, but he says that she is the biggest of the three in the
Chicago area. Pick up on the record and try to catch her next time
she's in town.
Speaking of the city of Chicago, a new (to me) rock band out of
the Windy City calls itself Styx to commemorate the filth and
foulness of Dante while playing some excellent rock and roll. The
album is on the Wooden Nickel label (handled by RCA) and shows a
lot of promise. Stronger instrumentally than vocally, the group uses
a synthesizer much' more effectively than most of the rock bands
who have tried, and they deliver a powerful dose of hard rock that
won't turn you off with excess volume.
We did begin this by talking about people who had appeared in
person in Washington during the summer, and the U.S. Dept. of
Interior put on some excellent free concerts through its Summer in
the Parks program.
On a Sunday afternoon in late August, with the help of a royal
(See MUSIC, P. 7)
Professor Schwartz Joins NlC Faculty
by Cliff Fridkis will prove a tough technique to Has' she f 0 un dan y comes. Exactly who will be The women she knew at firms
The second full-time woman master. professional discrimination? No, home when has not been figured who did hired housekeepers and
faculty member may. have Because of her rather high but, it was not likely working out yet. "Hedoesn't have the continued to work full time. '
started here only a few weeks graduating average - 88.6 - a, for Mary Gardiner Jones. flexible hours. Some of my work
ago but her reputation few questions as to her secret However, as a member of the can be taken horne," she
preceeded her - Graduated, seemed appropriate. Gilberts?"1 screening committee for the reflects, then adds, "which is
with the second highest average was always too scared to rely on Women's Legal Defense Fund one of the benefits of teaching."
on record, Terry Schwartz was .Isort of an ACLU for women's Women who work in firms have
published three times in Volume rights) she has seen her share and more trouble, Professor
38 of The Law Review. Her one it is an area she plans to work in. Schwartz pointed out. None of
year away from the NLC was Her main personal project, her friends at the FTC had
spent as attorney-advisor to however, will be a baby over children while she was, there.
Commissioner Mary Gardiner Christmas vacation. Mr.
Jones of the FTC. Schwartz is an attorney at
Ms. Schwartz got the job after Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering here
expressing an interest to in town. "We met at Stanford as .
Professor Rothchild in teaching undergraduates. First I put him
here part time. When professor . through (he is also a NLC
Barron left to become Dean of graduate), then he put me
the Syracuse Law School and through." She explained. For
student pressure increased for those who need to know, he
more women on the faculty, she does the dishes-ehe cooks.
was offered the job. Actually, Ms. Schwartz, who seems to
her semester started back in Gilberts. I would have gotten an qualify as an expert on law'
July, with her two fall courses, ulcer before the test,", she school and marriage, says the
Torts and Federal Jurisidiction answered. combination can be good or
taking a whole summer's Was'the grading system just bad: "So much depends on the
preparation. "You approach it in the least little bit arbitrary when particular marriage. If the
a different way," she explains, she was here? "1 liked the partner is sympathetic it can be
"you already have an overview, grading system," she declared, a tremendous asset." And, two
what you Iiave to do is get the. but, ,then smiled. Continuing, lawyers in one family may not
concepts across." When asked she added: "It averages out over be all that bad. "One advantage
about putting so much time in, three years. There are unfair of both people being
not to mention an anticipated aspects, but, I can't come up professionals is that the other
four hours preparation for each with a, better system." As for person can empathise . - they
class, she replied, "It's much being on the other end she have been through it. They
more difficult to think of the readily admits that it will be understand the trauma of
questions." But, she does not more difficult giving the grades. writing a brief or going to
plan on .usinq pure socratic Turning to the area of women' court." On the other hand she
method. Rather, one which is in the law school, Professor admits, "Two lawyers in one
supplemented with exptanatlon Schwartz surprisingly finds the family - it can bea bit much at
when the point is not coming biggest change here over the last dinner. And, all our friends are
across. Ms. Schwartz feels that few years among the students. lawyers. It really can get
the socratic method is very As the percentage of women terrible."
valuable, particularly to the increases, so does the acceptance The Schwartz's plan to hire a
first-year student, but fears it by their male counterparts. house keeper when the baby
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Her pregnancy didn't seem to
cause much of a stir either with
'the students or the
administration. She simply told
her two classes that the last two
weeks of classes were being
rescheduled. Perhaps things are
changing around here;
JOSTEN'S
Class Ring Day Tomorrow
Order Your Ring For Early Delivery
Now That Classes Are Going,
You Need .....
LEGAL PADS******NOTEBOOKS******PENS
TYPING PAPER******PENCILS
GILBERT REVIEWS****CHESS SETS & BOOKS
BEST SELLERS IN PAPER BACKS
Hot Press Corner SPECIAL
Imprinted Tee Shirts
For The Election J::
McGovern ~l!'e
Nixon e~
Spock
Book Store Open 9~·OO.. 1.oo
Saturday Sept. 23 - 30 only
Team Canada
by Howard Rosenthal Canada's best professional
hockey players are controlled by
The· International World teams in the National Hockey
Series of Hockey, presently League, until recently the only
being played by -the RuSsian major league in professional
national' "amateur" team and hockey. That league, which is
Team Canada, will not settle the dominated by American owners
question of hockey supremacy (13 of its 16 franchises are in
between the two nations. American cities, and even one
For years, Canadian hockey Can a d ian f ran chi s e is
fans have watched Russia win A mer i c an- 0w ned) , was
world amateur hockey titles, challenged by the new World
. while their own best players Hockey Association. The N.H.L.
were barred from such owners agreed to allow their
competition ,.because of their players to play for Team Canada
professional status. This series only if Hockey Canada, the \
was intended to give the orqanlzatlon ' sponsoring Team
Russians an opportunity to Canada, agreed to use only
challenge the best professional players who had already signed
hockey players in Canada. 1972 N . H . L. contracts.
Russia has one advantage in that Considering the interest in the
its team plays as a unit all year series in Canada (Hockey Canada
long, while the Canadian team reported receiving 800,000
was assembled just last month. ticket requests for the games
Russia has gained an even greater played in Canada), that
advantage, however, as a_result condition was expected to
of the actions of some North discourage N.H.L. stars from
American businessmen. " jumping to the new league.
Musrc, fromp.5
beer company, they put on an excellent jazz concert featuring
Sonny Stitt, Art Blakey, George Benson and others, with Columbia
artists Weather Report as the main attraction. I had just gotten their
second album, "I sing the Body Electric" and was extremely
impressed by it and found them even more powerful in person.
The group is centered around Joe Zawinul, Wayne Shorter.
Miroslav Vitous, and Eric Gravatt as drummer on the second album.
All of them had phenomenal credentials in their earlier efforts, with
Zawinul a featured. member of the Cannonball Adderlv group,
having written what was possibly his biggest "pop" hit, Mercy,
Mercy, Mercy. -
The new group is nothing like that. It isn't really very funky in
the late 60's sense of the word at all, but it is an expansion of sense
and consciousness. The music has so many different elements in it,
that it is cerebral and visceral at the same time and separately.
Classical music training, combined with jazz playing as an app-oach
. to rock ish instrumentation, results in an intensely personal music
that can encompass all of life. Music as life, its joys and sorrows,
pain pleasure are the medium of "I Sing the Body Electric." Seek
and learn and grow to Weather Report, it should be sunny.
It was entirely coincidental, but at the National Folk Festival at
Wolf. Trap this past July , I got turned on by a group known as Los
Quinchamali, who play South American and Incan music. I don't
know if they have ever been recorded or not, but a few days later!
got a batch of albums from Capitol Records who have started a new
international series, with music and musicians from around the
world being featured. One of the albums, Music of the Incas
(Capitol International Series 10545) highlighted the same type of
music and instrumentation. Two instruments that are featured and
are most unusual are the charango, a stringed instrument made from
the shell of an armadillo, and the antara, a series of reeds that are
two pieces which can be played together harmonically, or separate IV
for a different effect.
• TOURS
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•• One Hull of a Fiasco
Hockey Canada agreed to the
owners' conditions, and then
was forced to drop Bobby Hull
from the team when he signed
with Winnipeg of the W.H.A.
Canadians, long sensitive to
American involvement in
Canadian affairs, were outraged.
The Prime Minister appealed
personally for Hull's
reinstatement, newspapers
published angry editorials, and
the officials of Hockey Canada
did nothing. Other players were
subsequently dropped when
they also signed with teams in
the new league.
The absence of Bobby Hull
and other W.H.A. players from
the Team Canada lineup, and the
slow recovery of Bobby Orr
from knee surgery, have
prevented the Canadian squad
from being what it purported to
be, the best Canadian
professional hockey players. The
admirable performance of the
Russian team in the first four
games of the series has greatly
strengthened Russia's claim to
hockey supremacy, and there is
little reason to expect any better
results from the games to be
played in Moscow. Russia has
had greater success in the series
than was expected, but it has
still not played the best team
that Canada could have
produced.
Ginsberg & Ginsberg
Bar Review Courses
Al" BALrrlMOHE AND ~ILVEH ~PHING
Featuring ...
Entirely New Courses
Largest Program Ever
Courses for February and July 1973
Multi-State Bar Examinations
and Maryland Board's Tests
Long Course at Baltimore
will begin October 3, 1972, for February 1973 exam
Long Course at Silver Spring
will begin November 3, 1972, for February 1973 exam
Long Course at Baltimore
will begin March 6, 1973, for July 1973 exam
Long Course at Silver Spring
will begin March 2, 1973, for July 1973 exam
The Most Successful Courses
for Maryland Bar Examinations
Write or Phone
GINSBERG & GINSBERG
SUITE 402·306 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201 TELEPHONE: (301) 539-4750
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CALENDAR-, ------- - SBAGrade Study Results
Course No. of Pock • '
Professor Median Students Kramer
Contracts Seidelson
Ginsburg 77 85 Equity
Nash ,76 119 Nutting
Freedman 78 95 Nutting*
Freedrnan* 72 _ 118 D. Green
Civil - Pro. Corporations
Barron 74 132 ' Kirkpatrick
Park 73101 Stevenson
Kayton , 72 83 Domestic R8I.
Sharpe* 73 126 Ferster
Property Potts' ,
Brown 78 129 Environment
Schiller' 75 91 Reitze
Starrs 71 89 ,Reitze*
Con. Law Insurance
Miller (1) 72 87 Schiller
Miller (2) 72 70 Schiller*
H. Green 73 146 l!!Come Tax
Barron* 74 99 Hambrick
were barred for life from 1most pari, the athletes Evidence Weaver
Olympic competition for the themselves were conspicuously Robinson 74 151 Antitrust
very same actions during the free from" the faults. of their ~~~~~:~* ~~ 1~2 ~~:~t:iCk
playing of the anthem that at' government and the IOC (U.S. Comm. Paper Jurisprudence
least two, other athletes were basketball team is an exception); Albert 79 87 Kramer
"guilty of." The. reason is that Friendship and sportsmanship Albert * 78, 91 Real Estate
with the memory' ofthe Mexico appeared, to' be the rule, as Rothschild 76 95 Brown
T & E Crim. Law
City protest lingering the IOC typified by' the' Japanese ' Kuhn 76 74 Allen*
was not going,to let a couple of volleyballer who voluntarily Kuhn* , 70 48 Admin. Law
black athletes get away with that .admltted to ajudge that she had t Weaver 75, 19' Banzhaf*
again. It is amazing to me, as it touched a shot that he had ruled - Conflicts * Night
~~vi~al~~~~~~~' • I&.~,'~'+'~~,~athlete at the Games, that two The question which must be {~. " T
men could be denied recognition asked, however,' is, in the face of •
for their achievement simply the attitudes expressed by, the • ~ ~ bet:;\~'9'~ "
because they didn't maintain IOC, the media, and the • IJ.ellF. fl 1']17 ~ 0 :
r a m r od-llke posture and participatory nations, how long •
rev nf I • ce sup dl can the athletes remain above ~ .. ,R · t\ · I m:~i~!~~ha£~:~~~:t i:,.ri~2ii~ this 'un~~:ie::~'I:te:etti~::~" 'Ii W@SIR@®Fl@IPz'@ e ~
even worse IS that this so-called don e the i r be s t t 0 2134 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. 337-0222 tij
"ethic" is part of a nationalistic counter-balance this, but I fear, ~:. ,1&
flag-waving that is: and always with the evidence. of Munich, PRESENTS T
has been, alien. to the Olympics, they are losing the struggle. (ij
regardless, of its continued use. Perhaps it is time we helped ~ A t+j
Once again, form over SUbstance. them instead of crying about m'. II' "rtI1W D J[m- D {i}
We can be thankful, though, what a "disgrace" some of them ~~&: ~~2.'~ lLt ' ~ ~ V ~,~Ul ~
for the one bright spot' of the are to America. It is we who are T -
Games. That is that, for the the disgrace. Tuesday, September 26th
~~~x::=:=:>f~~)< thru Saturday, Sept. 30th
U ; COCKTAILS ,PIZZA'n til 9:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m.
U . n ~ ~"NO Cover -, No Minimum
U'. +.
Restaurant'" Lounge .~.
1911·13 Pennsylvan.ia Ave.~ NW,n
1~~ U
. ~L;;~Cksf:;::::n
Advocate Staff Meeting - Thurs., Sept. 21st at'7:00·p.m. at Advocate office
in Harlan-Brewer. New personnel are welcomed.
Organizational Meeting: Journal of International Law and Economics All Law
Students Welcome - First Yr students Encouraged to attend! Wednesday
Sept. 20,'Rm 33 of Stockton Hall at 8:00 PM Anyone who can not attend
please come to the Journal Office in Harlan-Brewer House.
VAN VLECK APPELLATE CASE CLUB - This year's UPPERCLASS
COMPETITION problem, announced on Sept. 13, challenges the contestants
to argue the constitutionality of preventive detention statutes. Winners of the
competition earn two credit hours and $100 each. The first round of
arguments will take place on Friday, Oct. 20 in Stockton Hall. Late entrants
are encouraged to contact John Hoglund (676-0835) or Carole Kuebler
(223-0150). Contestants are reminded to check the Van Vleck announcement
board in Stockton for rules decisions and argument pairings. .
Olympics, from p.5
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OLVERSO~ iD'I.REIIEI
Professional Bar
Review courses >
20 years of
experience
Virginia Bar
D.C.-Bar
Two blocks -Two minutes - G.W. Law School
The Complete BAR EXAM Oriented Course
FEATURES • convenient location - flexible. schedule. -
playbacks for make-up sessions- individu~1 attentlo.n - pract~ce
examinations - complete bar oriented review matenals • choice
of courses to suit your schedule - special emphasis on problem
analysis. especially suited for MULTI,STATE EXAMS·. .
FREE ATTENDANCE - at any class without obligation to see
how the problem analysis system IS BEST FOR YOU.
VIRGINIA COURSES· TWO SECTIONS 6:30 and 8:45 P.M.
LONG COURSE'- STARTS SEPTEMBER 26$175
STANDARD COURSE - STARTS OCTOBER 17 $150
D.C, COURSESTWO SECTIONS 6:30 and 8:45 P.M.
New Extensive 4 month course
includes both complete
Virginia & D.C. courses
all • for just $15 extra
starts September 26, $175
LONG - STARTS JANUARY 2· $160
STANDARD - STARTS JANUARY 22 - $140
STANDARD ACCELERATED· STARTS Febuary 3 $140.
For Brochure, call 659,1722 or write
OlVERSON BAR REVIEW
Federal Bar Building West
1819 H Street, N.W~
Washington, D.C. 20006
VA
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College and Career
clothing for men
121 '
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on the comer
22nd & G Sts N.W.
119
147
128 at American University
4523 Wisconsin Ave N.W.
(across from Sears)68
WASHING,TON
LAW BOOK CO./INC.
ALL MAJOR LAW STUDY AIDS
'Hornbooks - most 5% off
Smiths Review Series - 5% off
Gilbert Law Summaries - 5% off
Nutshell Series - 5% off
Case Digests
Ziontz Outlines
NIGHT STUDENTS!
open 9:30 - 8:30 every-Thursday
9:30 ~ 6:00 daily
10:00 - 2:00 Saturdays
COME BY AND BROWSE I
1917 EYE ST. ST. N.W. TEL. 785-0424
